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Inject-EX

TM

Plasticating Unit

Patent Pending

The patent pending Inject-EX TM System is an improved Injection Molding process that employs a
non-reciprocating (stationary) helical plasticating screw housed within a heating/cooling cylinder that is
coupled to a plunger head assembly, drive housing and motor that Conveys, Melts, Homogenizes and
Injects molten polymeric material more precisely and efficiently, along One Axis, comprising a unitary
Inject-EX TM Unit.
The Inject-EX TM addresses three major deficiencies of the reciprocating Screw design;
a. Viscosity Variation in part caused by poor Melt Preparation and Homogenization b. Variations in the
Quantity of melt dispensed due to poor/inconsistent closure of the NRV c. Continuous pressure changes
across the shutoff plane due to Melt Decompression inconsistencies and viscosity changes due to heat
input. Due to these variations the Molding Machine is not “Smart“ enough to know when to trigger V.P
transfer positions or to determine the amount of Mass that was displaced each shot without the use of
expensive in-mold cavity sensors and additional processing power. The Inject-EX TM System’s unique
Mechanical Design addresses these deficiencies and delivers a more precise shot.

Inject-EX

TM

Plunger Technology Explanation. Polymer is conveyed, melted, homogenized,
distributed and pumped downstream with the stationary Posi-Melt TM plasticating screw, through the
patented plunger head displacing volume into the pressure vessel which forces the unitary Inject-EX TM
assembly to traverse in an upstream direction to a predefined position. The Normally Closed Plunger Head
that is attached to the distal end of the barrel and is fit tightly with the pressure vessel is designed to open
on pressure allowing the molten polymer to flow into the awaiting pressure vessel. By virtue of the kinetic
energy of our Springs that are a component of the plunger assembly, the poppet closes instantly upon
screw stoppage. The precise instantaneous closure and tight diametrical fit with the pressure vessel allows
the Plunger Head to act as a piston for precise mass displacement into the pressure vessel and subsequent
distribution into the Mold which occurs along ONE Axis eliminating the dead spots or temperature issues
that are prevalent in the State of the Art two component plunger systems. The Technology is currently
designed to process; 1. Thermoplastics 2. Thermoset LSR materials.

There are a number of thermal-mechanical advantages relative to the Reciprocating Screw.

The reciprocating screw means that as the
shot size increases, the screw traverses
under the feed opening exposing the new
pellets to a different (shorter) shear and heat
history than the first pellet (see fig. 1). Various
fundamental problems are created that lead to
the three Major deficiencies listed above. The
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technology addresses these

fundamental mechanical deficiencies by
starting with a Stationary Screw (relative to the
feed port), which shows Improvements with;

fig. 1
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1. An improvement in Melt temperature and homogeneity over the full range of shot sizes...every pellet
traverses along the full length of the screw regardless of the shot size and is exposed to a similar shear
and heat history.
2. More repeatable recovery time due to a consistent solids bed pressure...no screw slippage as a result
of low feed pressure during screw forward movement.
3. The stationary screw allows for a shorter feed length and longer more efficient melting and
homogenizing section for an improvement in Melt Viscosity and Homogeneity...The more uniform the Melt
Pool, the more consistent the Molded part will be.

The “Inject-EX

TM

Plasticating Unit is shown below:

1. A direct drive motor that is attached to an Injection Unit Rear Bracket Assembly,
2. As well as a stationary (relative to the feed port) Posi-MeltTM Plasticating Screw,
3. That is housed within an Inner Barrel that provides for,
4. A feed port opening and Slide plate,
5. That is connected On the Distal end to our Patented Mechanically operated Plunger Head (see fig. 2),
6. The whole assembly traverses within a Pressure Vessel that is attached to,
7. An End Cap, Nozzle and patented Mini-Shut Automatic Shutoff Nozzle Tip,
8. All along ONE Axis for a Unitary, Powerful, Green and Powerful “Inject-EX

TM

Injection Unit
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Inject-EX
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Features:

a. Stationary Posi-MeltTM screw that Provides a Consistent Output-Recovery time, No disruption of Solids
Bed Compaction, Each pellet is subject to the same Heat and Shear History, and a Well Dispersed &
Homogenized Melt Pool
b. Smaller Footprint / Output
c. Inline Polymer Flow for Less Energy Usage and Pressure Drop
d. Ultra Precise Shot Control as a result of utilizing our patented Mechanical Shutoff Mechanism/Plunger
e. The use of a Temp-SenseTM Melt Sensor for Melt Density Verification
f. Less parts/pieces compared to a Screw/Pot machine design for a smaller Carbon Footprint
g. Can be programed to behave like an Injection Blow or Low Pressure Injection unit
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TM

fig. 2

Model: 15S-32PL-HY-TP
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Benefits to the Processor

1. Instantaneous independent mechanical shutoff of the plunger head isolates the melt pool from the screw
melting chamber. This feature allows for discrete monitoring and control of the Melt pool for improvement in
shot control.
2. More precise volumetric change of the Melt pool if Melt Decompression is used.
3. Since shutoff occurs mechanically and is independent of the motion of the screw/plunger assembly,
smaller shots that require less mass displacement will have greater control.
4. No change in solids bed compaction due to melt decompression.
5. No need for Melt decompression to Seat the NRV.
6. Additional programming logic can be utilized during recovery to minimize shot variation by keeping the
screw in a fixed axial position while rotating the screw to pressurize the Melt pool for precise density.
7. Overall energy efficiency due to a more isolated direct melting process for lower operating
expenses...less energy/unit mass output.
8. The isolation between the melting chamber and Melt pool allow for a more precise measurement of
volumetric mass displacement and hence Good-Bad part discrimination using our Melt-Profiler Melt Sensing
Technology allowing for 24-7 part history records and Good-Bad part discrimination.
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